
S
GETTING STARTED
Sarah’s struggles with food 
began in eighth grade, though she had always felt 
bigger than her friends. Her mom was constantly 
trying the latest diet; and one day, Sarah decided 
to give it a shot. She started cutting out junk food 
only to find herself overeating those foods when 
she would allow herself to have them. She became 
obsessed with losing weight, even weighing herself 
multiple times a day. The number on the scale would 
dictate her mood and what she would allow herself 
to eat that day. 

Fast-forward many years later, Sarah was a young 
adult when she called to ask about my services. Her 
voice cracked through her tears. “I just can’t do this 
anymore. I need help.” 

She almost didn’t come to her first session 
because she was so nervous. “I’ve never talked to 
anyone about this before,” she admitted. The first 
session is often the most difficult. The thought of 
baring her soul to a complete stranger and facing her 

relationship with food made her 
feel too vulnerable. 

She was still battling her food issues from 
adolescence by constantly trying to limit the types 
and amount of food she ate, only to eventually end 
up binging on these foods. Her punishment was 
going to the gym to burn off the calories. On days 
she didn’t work out, she felt guilty. On days that she 
exercised and ate only small portions of healthy 
foods, she felt a sense of control. 

Eventually, her rigidity with food left her 
completely socially isolated and miserable. She 
couldn’t go out for dinner or even coffee with friends 
because those foods weren’t on her “good food” list. 
She had no energy to do anything and wanted to just 
stay in bed most days. 

Katy Harvey, MS, RD, LD

Your Introductory Guide to
Finding Peace with Food

SStories LIKE THESE
permeate my days: people living with 
so much pain and torment about 
food. It doesn’t have to be like this. 
Things can get better. And you are in 
the right place.
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Our relationship with food 
falls on a spectrum ranging from normal, to 
disordered, to a clinically diagnosable eating 
disorder. Normal eaters think about food 
approximately 15–20% of their day—when 
they’re hungry, cooking, grocery shopping, 
etc. Thinking about food (and calories, weight, 
exercise, dieting, and anything else related to 
these topics) any more than this constitutes 
disordered eating.

Frankly, most of our society has some 
level of disordered eating. We’re obsessed with 
food; it even has its own TV channel. We’re 
simultaneously obsessed with dieting, weight 
loss, exercise, and so on. Our exposure to food 
and food-related messages is so constant that 
it’s become subliminal. 

Dieting is a form of disordered eating. 
This is not a popular opinion, but it’s true. We 
don’t have an “obesity epidemic”: we have a 
severe case of reality-distortion syndrome. The 
remedy for our distortion lies in taking a closer 
look at our relationship with food.

What is normal eating?

Other examples of disordered eating: 

  Measuring or weighing your food 
  Filling up on low-calorie foods or beverages 

to suppress hunger
  Cutting out food groups without medical 

reason (You don’t need to avoid gluten or 
dairy if you don’t have a diagnosed allergy or 
intolerance.)

  Consuming foods that have reduced fat, 
sugar, or calories

  Skipping meals
  Emotional eating
  Eating past the point of fullness
  Avoiding a food because of its calorie content
  Saving your calories for a splurge later
  Taking diet pills, appetite suppressants, 

diuretics, or laxatives as a way to reduce 
caloric intake or weight

  Earning calories through exercise

Eating disorders are a more extreme form of 
disordered eating, and they have specific clinical 
criteria that must be met for a diagnosis. 

Eating disorders include:

  Anorexia Nervosa
  Bulimia Nervosa
  Binge-Eating Disorder

1NORMAL EATING                 DISORDERED EATING                 EATING DISORDER



4

2 3In The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy ran 
away from home in search of happiness and 
contentment. She ended up in a strange, warped 
place where scarecrows danced and witches 
flew around on brooms. 

It wasn’t until she was true to herself that 
she realized the fulfillment she was looking 
for was within her all along. Your ability to eat 
intuitively and have peace with food lies within 
you. It’s already there; you just need to find it 
again. I’m here to help. Let’s begin our journey. 

“It takes courage to show your dreams to 
someone else.” —Erma Brombeck

Cleaning Out 
The Wound

WHAT
NOW?

THere’s No
Place Like 
HomeIf you struggle with disordered 

eating or an eating disorder, that means your 
relationship with food is like an injured and 
infected wound. We need to dig in and clean 
it out, but it’s going to hurt. Then we’re going 
to pour hydrogen peroxide on it, and it’s going 
to sting. 

After that, we’re going to soothe it with 
antibiotic cream and a bandage. We’re going to 
nurture your wound with lovingkindness until 
it heals. 

Things with food might feel worse before 
they feel better. But this is how true, complete 
healing will occur. The scars that remain are 
reminders of all you’ve been through and are 
symbols of your strength and courage.

The process of healing your 
relationship with food will take time. This is 
not a quick fix. It took years for the issue to 
develop, and it will take years for it to resolve. 
Don’t fret: you are not alone on your journey. 
I will be here to guide and support you. 

THE Stages of
nutrition therapy
➊ Assessment & prioritization 

of goals

➋ Cognitive restructuring & 
behavior change

➌ Acceptance & attunement
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➊ Assessment & 
prioritization of goals 
We will begin by completing an assessment 
of your relationship with food and exercise, 
your medical and psychological history, your 
weight history, and other relevant factors. We’ll 
also look at how your quality of life is being 
impacted. 

Based on the assessment, we can determine 
the most important issues to address first; and 
that’s where we’ll begin. Everyone’s journey is 
unique, and there are no right or wrong answers 
here. The process becomes one big experiment 
in which we play scientist to find out what 
works for you versus what doesn’t. There is no 
such thing as failure, and the results are just 
data. If something we try doesn’t work for you, 
then we’ll stop doing it. In fact, we often learn 
more from when things don’t go well. 

➋ Cognitive restructuring & 
behavior change
The question I will perpetually ask you is 
“Why?”—Why didn’t that work? Why did 
you choose that particular food? Why weren’t 
you able to eat even though you were hungry? 
Why did you eat when you weren’t hungry? 
You might get tired of the “why,” but it’s so 
important. 

Your relationship with food and your 
body is highly symbolic. Other physical and 
emotional needs are often played out with 
our eating. Over time, you’ll learn to decipher 
your code; and you’ll become able to meet 
your needs without having to use food in a 
dysfunctional way. 

As we understand the “why,” we can 
restructure your cognitions, which is a fancy 
way of saying that we are going to change the 
way your brain thinks about food. If you had a 
functional MRI of your brain prior to treatment 
and compared it to one after treatment, 
different areas of your brain would light up in 
response to food. It’s really cool how this works 
at a cellular level. 

Changing your thought patterns will make 
it easier to change your behaviors with food. It’s 
a lot easier to stop eating when you are satisfied 
and not dealing with feeling guilty about the 
food. Instead of food being labeled in your 
mind as “good” or “bad,” it will just be food, 
whether you are eating it for nourishment or 
pleasure. 

➌ Acceptance & attunement
After a period of accepting your body and 
its needs, you will find that you have become 
much more attuned to these needs; and your 
eating will become much more intuitive.
 
Things I can’t (won’t) offer:
  a diet
  a weight-loss program
  a quick fix
  an answer to all of your problems
  magic solutions
  a prescription of exactly what foods to eat or 

avoid

What I will offer:
  hope that lasting change is possible
  acceptance of your body
  peace with food
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“I never said it would be easy;
I only said it would be worth it.”

—Mae West

You are in the driver’s seat, and I am your passenger and tour guide. 
Along the way, I’ll point things out; but you get to decide when we stop to explore and 
when we keep going. 

The process will hinge on open communication about what’s really happening and 
how you’re feeling about it. You’ll learn to use your voice to communicate your hurts, 
joys, successes, and struggles. I will be here to provide feedback and gentle guidance in 
a place free of judgment. 

The journey has begun


